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THE European STORM ( Grows)

>I had DROPPED info on Poland early last year and this year again and the
MASSIVE internal conflict happening in the government and BEHIND THE
SCENES in the military division.

I had stated after the Polish elections of 2023 would lead to corruption and
infighting and revolvt and would grow much much more

NOW_
Prime Minister Mateusz Morawiecki resigned from his role on Monday as the
both houses of Poland's parliament convened for the first time since
elections were held on October 15

Prime Minister Morawiecki formally resigned, but now has two weeks to try
and form a new government. If he fails, former Prime Minister Donald Tusk
will then have a shot.

This all happened as Polish citizens Protested against the United States and
the military industrial complex system that uses Poland as a battle ground
country and staging wars through their regions.  The Polish people have
become weary of U.S. ( cia)  NATO and the European Union controlling their
country and government… and leading their country to war that have the
people scared that could lead to world war and full economic collapse in an
already harsh economy where inflation in Poland is causing devastation.

NOW_a near civil war could erupt in 2024 as predicted by the Polish military
intelligence as The deep state Military, MSM and corrupt Polish leaders push
propaganda upon the Poland citizens… And at the same time a huge
massive movement of The Great Awakening and military intelligence inside
DROPS and white hats leaders give Real information to the people///// Huge
unrest is growing and panic is growing inside the Polish military as talks of
Treason. COUPS . government, military corruption is hitting the WIRES<[
___
THE European Union STORM is growing and several countries as Poland,

Lithuania Slovakia all want to EXPOSE their own Governments,  military
corruption connected to the World deep state operations of the CIA. Mi6
DAVOS ROTHSCHILDS ECT ETC ECT """CABAL"".<<<<<

Slovakian Prime minister begans a  strong push against the deep state
mainstream media///// and secret talks with Russia and Hungarian leader is
happening behind the scenes<<<< and powerful growing division between
the Prime minister and [ ds] President of Slovakia is growing

A STORM IS GROWING … This is the common terminology and happenings
inside the European union……
____
THE WORLD MILITARY ALLIANCE OPERATIONS  is heavily connected to
infiltration of EU governments and powerful ELITES….( White hat sleepers….
Are being activated/// and grey hats> double and triple agents< sleepers
working for white hats will cause intensional Chaos to EXPOSE Corruption,
connected to the highest levels of governments and military branches .

BEHIND THE SCENES>]; Operations to counter the European Central
Banking Digital Currency ( CBDC) will begin….. And the powerful
REVOLUTION against the [ DS] CBDC > WILL coincide with the New
European Censorship laws and obvious government COLLAPSE/////>>>>
/// White hats WILL> UNITE< the right and the left against the world
Eliites>> WEF. DAVOS. GATES. CIA. U.S./ EUROPEAN MILITARY INDUSTRIAL
COMPLEX SYSTEM & THE MILITARY CENSORSHIP COMPLEX SYSTEM (
mainstream Media Europe. European government/ lawmakers who control
censorship, and control flow of internet information……. The EXPOSURE of
controlled propaganda by [ ds] mil. Governments. Connected to big banks
and world elites and groups WILL BE EXPOSED<)
____
EVERYTHING LEADS TO MILITARY INTERVENTION.

I told you of all these EVENTS to come long back in 2020_21 _22 …….

The only way is military.
It had to be this way.

The plan to save the world
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Nothing is coincidence
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EPSTEIN> COLLISION COURSE< CIA
VIRUS. VACCINES. WORLD CORRUPTION _

_I had given you important DROPS letting you know white hats in Congress
and the Senate were going to go after the][EPSTEIN][ saga after the fall
break ( but i gave you this important information long ago in 2021 …. I had
let you know back then a war was coming and leading to nuclear standoff
and major SCARE EVENT) ..now you see directly through U.S. Senator.
Marsha Blackburn and senators and Congress subpoena the EPSTEIN logs…
( this is only a small piece of the pie .. but it opens the gates to
Congressional hearings, fraud .mil intelligence corruption, big tech
corruption and cia knowledge of Epstein as an agent)

>In the same two minute speech Senator Blackburn says the Epstein log
and names are important to know, she gives important hints these are
connected to human trafficking operations through the southern Border and
the U.S. . >She also explains the MASSIVE corruption and persecution
against Donald Trump is connected to powerful Elites
( She is actually DROPing INTEL in sequential orders that the Epstein CIA.
MOSSAD/mi6 [ ds] Operations are directly connected to human trafficking
and the power of the ops is connected at the highest levels to U.S. mil
intelligence agencies and ELITES ( Obama, Biden, bush. Rockerfeller etc >
UN DAVOS.()))…she is DROPping important information for the corrupt
senators/members of Congress and the leaders in the government and U.S.
intelligence agencies that white hats are now coming directly after them ]
NCSWIC [> publicly after the [ EPSTEIN] world corruption ring, human
trafficking ring, child sex trade ops. Connected to foreign operations and
domestic entities and ELITES//////
_These very important DROPS and WARNINGS she gave before live
broadcast and recirculating new cycles that hit millions of Viewer's,  with
near a billion views through social media combined sites in different
languages through the world< ////
_ At the same time world intelligence agencies also observed the DROPS (
the deep state world Military intelligence knows behind the scenes the
white hats pushed the DROPS intentionally> NOTHING IS COINCIDENCE<
>> do you think it was coincidence how i told you how these EVENTS would
happen and how Congress and Senate are going after EPSTEIN ( and you
must remember Matt Gaetz has already introduced the Hunter Biden laptop
full data to Congressional archives, The military has all the McAfee

terabytes of info on all governments and ELITES and military connected to
EPSTEIN. .. Including the real serves and full data from Epstein island and
new York mansion..,. The real hidden military technology known as  K_ _N11.
constantly collects all data and world information in real time)//////
*If you don't understand what's happening, here it is>>>> white hats are
going to connect Epstein to military intelligence deep state operations and
the Biden laptop holds important data that also connects to Ukraine, Money
laundering.. Biolabs in Ukraine. > Deep State military ops of human
trafficking connected to cia. Military world banks…. All connected to
EPSTEIN<<<<<
_
_within a few hours of Senator Blackburn and associates announcement of
the Epstein Subpoena> Vivek Ramaswamy also went viral for Defending
TRUMP and exposing a corrupt Elite system in persecuting him and at the
same time exposed the Hillary Clinton Russian collusion narration lies and
mainstream collusion in pushing the false Russia collusion narration….. And
amazingly Ramaswamy recommend the U.S. debates should be taking place
on the U.S's. largest farthest reaching Networks like Joe Rogan, MUSKs X,
Tucker Carlson media and Platforms that reach a hundred million more U.S.
citizens than MSM Media Platforms.
____
PANIC PANIC �� in CIA MI6 Davos leaders Rockerfellers and deep state as
Ukraine war failure is open msm knowledge and military COMMS. ( U.S. mil.
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colonial Macgregor has given you the real reason nato cia mi6 wanted to
use Ukraine military> to capture Russia and Moscow and their resources
and kill Putin//// i had Stated this long before Colonial macgregor made this
open mil. DROP )….. now the failure to capture Russia and BRICS and bring
into the New World Order has failed

More over a silent military COUP of Power is beginning in Ukraine as
EXPOSURE of failed U.S. NATO proxy war using Ukraine Citizens to fight a
war against Russia with massive losses nearing half a million Ukrainians ,
has left the military commanders in rage against Zelensky, ( as WIRE'S>
hits the Ukraine commands that Zelensky has stolen Billions of money and
finances and Zelensky has Intensionally killed his own commanders….)/////

Panic Panic in CIA. ROTHSCHILDS. [ DS] MILITARY. DAVOS ETF ECT ED ETC….
As the TRUTH of military assessment and war games confirm that U.S.
cannot Win a war in the middle east against Turkey. Iran. Russia, china.



Pakistan backed forces<<<<
(, and growing Muslim unification against the U.S. and CIA/pentagon)///

Panic PANIC Panic PANIC> IN THE U.S. DEEP STATE DIVISIONS AS EPSTEIN
EXPOSURE RESURFACING IN CONGRESS THE SENATE AND U.S.
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE CONFIRMS HILLARY CLINTON DISINFORMATION
(MILITARY COUP CONNECTED CORRUPTION) AGAINST TRUMP……

Behind the scenes>]: Elite Sex rings are being dismantled and sealed
indictments are being made////

Over 220,000 sealed indictments are connected to Epstein sex Operation
Rings that lead to corrupt intelligence agencies and the highest commands
in the U.S. systems and banking institutions

WHITE HATS CONGRESS GOES AFTER THE VACCINES DEATHS AND VACCINE
CORRUPTION COVER UP ( THIS STORY WILL CONNECT WITH SENATOR RAND
PAUL EXPOSING FAUCI ….. A HUGE MASSIVE STORM OF EXPOSING THE
PANDEMIC AND VACCINES AND CREATION OF THE VIRUS IS GOING TO KICK
INTO HIGH SPEED >>>> Later everything connects to Congressional
hearings on Hunter laptop. INTEL agency cover-up. military COUP all
connected to cia. Rockefeller creation of the virus…..
EXPOSURE EXPOSURE EXPOSURE EXPOSURE MILITARY LEAKS MILITARY
LEAKS MILITARY LEAKS EXPOSURE EXPOSURE EXPOSURE EXPOSURE OF THE
DEEP STATE
__
Have FAITH Patriots … There are powerful white hats and Military Alliance
ensuring the collapse of the world deep-state cabal

THE STORM
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White hats long ago> had GAME THEORY OPERATIONS in place to counter
the deep state plans

These Game Theory operations include turning LGBTQ, black lives matter,
antifa and the woke liberals against Biden and more over the Elites of the
DAVOS [ ds] plans////
_Incoming the LGBTQ , Antifa , black lives matter, and the liberal woke
community are simultaneously rejecting the wars and the new war in Israel
and turning against the deep state Obama/ Biden/ cia psychological

operations ..

Behind the the scenes>]; The woke and liberals are preparing to stage the
largest MASSIVE protest and riots against the Biden forced military draft
that is expected to place in 2024 <
_This MASSIVE revolut >WILL CONNECT to
Military LEAKS of 2024 and major exposure of the CIA corruption in unison
with the military industrial complex systems and intensional war mongering
( these EXPOSURES will connect a U.S. military corruption connected to the
highest military leaders//// in this moment there are huge military
investigations taking place connecting the U.S. military to bribes , money
laundering, blackmail networks, human trafficking rings and much much
much more<<<<<<<<
THE POWERFUL EVENTS OF 2024 are slated with the STRIKES OF THE
CENTURY that will trend with European revolt against the digital currency
deep state take over ( inside of Europe.. The military white hats are going to
leak LEAK LEAK full corruption of the CIA. NATO war plans and full agenda of
the Ukraine monetary corruption and laundering systems, bribe Systems… 

…
a new EXPOSURE of the vaccines deaths cover-up to COVID 19 lies and
pushed agenda by the DAVOS. GATES. CIA is going to hit the EU countries….
Inviting including the World sex trafficking trade //())+

From Canada to the U.S. to the UK to Europe and beyond the WOKE, liberals
and extremist leftists WILL began their revolt against the DEMOCRATIC
SYSTEMS and EUROPEAN ELITES, [ DS] MILITARY INTELLIGENCE and against
the deep state regimen in their countries<<<<>
._inside of Europe the deep state central digital banking currency control
will face one EU's biggest Revolts in 2024 _
A continuous EXPOSURE of massive corruption and digital control with
obvious censorship tied to digital banking and elite control will TRIGGER THE
EUROPEAN STRIKE WARS ( Massive strikers against the government and
banking)///
____
I have been Warning of all these EVENTS to come long before people
understood what was going to happen
_I was one of the very first channels to let everyone know we were going
into War
( Ukraine… Middle east and people thought i was dear mongering.////.i was
giving you details on how this was going too collapse NATO. And lead to UN
/ DAVOS / CIA MI6 EXPOSURE
_The collapse of banks and banking systems and fiat money ( long before
recent news in U S. and EU of financial collapse…. But i also have you the



INTEL it's connected to COLLAPSE of Rothschild/ Switzerland cia money
connected to Rockerfellers and military industrial complex).
_Musk would acquire Twitter and turn into a powerful open news source for
the world
( And the military was the first to fund him through Trump… now with MUSK
sponcering Tucker Carlson and bringing MEGA MAGA TRUTH of EPSTEIN/
election fraud, CIA corruption to gain of function ECT ECT ect )
_i had stated Joe Rogan was going to change his political views and go after
the deep state agenda and change his stance against TRUMP ( now there
are secret talks of Trump coming to Joe Rogan and joe admitting he would
have Trump)
_I have been letting you know the EPSTEIN SAGA was only beginning as
people lost hope in 2021 and let you all know Congress and white hats in
Senate and good Elites were going after Epstein ( and this story would
explode)
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_From the exposure of fauci ,to CIA involved in the creation of the virus to
vaccines and to Lockdowns i have been giving this information since 2014
_
_
_i had told you during the Ukraine war the ALIEN disclosure agendas  and
their would be 2  [DISCLOSURE] ] disclosure [ s //…
( There is a reason i haven't been talking about aliens as the first game
controlled disclosure happens … Less than 20 percent is true….. The REAL
truth comes in 2024 > as Congress and military leaks and real info come
forward >>>>>hint>> it's biblical<<,
.. But this information is almost saved for last.. Another hint >
reincarnations > GOD > civilizations> Jesus> many manymasters>
>>>TIME TRAVEL<<<  ALL things are possible through God through the
essence of knowing the Spirit creates all//))/
Q)uantum movements
_
_
_
_
_
Who stopped Nuclear weapons from being detonated several times?
_
.
Why is Tesla important?

_
.
Why is Trump connected to Tesla?
_
.
Jesus is the son of God … But then why did Jesus also know you are God's
children ( Sons and daughters  of God) ………..?
..
.
Who was here thousands of years before Jesus? …..
.
.
Q)uantum // Why is the future important?
How do several dimensions exist at once.
How do prayers work?

Everything begins with belief. Faith
______
Behind the SCENES>]: WHITE HATS HAVE HEAVILY INFILTRATED THE UN.
NATO. WORLD GOVERNMENTS. DEEP STATE MILITARY INTELLIGENCE. THE
DARK ELITE SATANIC HUMAN TRAFFICKING, SEX CHILD TRAFFICKING RINGS
AND MILITARY INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX SYSTEM…….

_you are not alone.
_____

Game theory Operations in place…..
It had to be this way.

Military is the only way
___
The Great Awakening leads to the infinite mind and>Golden era
._
You are currently inside The Storm nearing a powerful POWERFUL
EXPOSURE AND TRUTH and END of the world deep State cabal control

Have FAITH……. ****


